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ASSESSMENT TASK - CPD POINTS 

Meeting Places, Learning Spaces 2015 

25 - 27 May 2015 

Architectural Continuing Professional Development 

To comply with 'Formal' CPD points, delegates need to provide the learning outcomes along with a task or questions 

for each activity/presentation. The results can be self-assessed by participants with answers available on your 

website. Successful completion of the task should prove a competent understanding of the stated learning 

outcomes. 

Please note these questions have been developed for Architects registered in NSW, if your registration is interstate 

please refer to the specific requirements of your Registration board. 

Please keep your responses to these questions on file. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Please answer the following questions: 

1 Formal Point for Day 1  

Day 1: Monday 25 May 2015 - Ewan McIntosh "The cart and the horse of designing spaces for learning" 

1. If design is something that can be learned, what needs to be taken into consideration? Like all learning, it will 

take time, effort and motivation (Hattie & Yates, 2013, p. 113), so what are the priority skill sets and mindsets of a 

'designerly' way of thinking? 

Answer: 

Designerly ways of thinking are shared between designers and quality teachers: an ability to see the wide picture 

while concentrating on the detail of the moment; the capacity to diagnose problems and find solutions; the ability to 

synthesise large amounts of data and make meaning from them….This in-exhaustive list is what teachers try to build 

into their students’ leaning too. 

However, both professional designer and educator fall into the trap of the habits they become accustomed to, and 

the expectations of their respective fields when it comes to learning. So REALLY seeing the wider picture becomes 

harder to do – seeing the wood for the political and pedagogical trees of the moment is tough. So, when we see the 

probability that a space will be designed or redesigned, it’s essential that both professional designer and educators 

have as much time as possible to get into the mindsets required, to be provoked, to be involved early enough to 

question the status quo. They need to be the people who synthesis the data they discover from talking to the 

community and experiencing the kind of learning they want to develop in the future – this synthesis is rendered 

useless if the brief is concocted by someone else, away from the action. 
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Above all, we need to further develop the prototyping mindsets of designers by changing the normal ways we go 

about ‘big builds’, where we get one chance to get it right. This prototyping mindset might be greater developed 

over the longer term if can run school design hackathons with less risk and where potential for failure is welcomed 

for the purpose of learning what we could do better. At worst, we need educators to prototype different ways of 

teaching and learning constantly so that when the briefest of design consultations comes around, they are prepared 

with their observations. 

2. Does design, or thinking like a designer, require a manager or educator to learn new skills at all? 

Answer: 

In sprint management we have a process manager – it is this role that needs protected in the design of learning 

spaces, where expertise and egos collide between Principals, Regional Directors, Architects, Parent groups and 

Student Bodies. A process manager can help make sure that participants in the design process don’t jump the gun, 

running over important early consultations simply to meet deadlines. They can also give confidence to teams about 

when deadlines might be delayed and missed, than rushed towards and the consequences paid for years afterwards. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2 Formal Points for Day 2 

Day 2: Tuesday 26 May 2015 - Dennis Yarrington "Building and creating a contemporary learning community" 

1. What was a key driver in building the Harrison Secondary Campus? 

Answer:  

Teaching and learning approach, Technology, Inclusive and accessible learning spaces, 21st Century   learning, 

Flexibility, Community, Green Star innovative and sustainability 

2. Name one of the challenges that Harrison faced in building a contemporary school? 

Answer: 

Communication, Connection between design-construction-user, options for fit outs and equipment, building a 

structure that will be long serving 

3. Name at least two hats a principal would need when building a contemporary school. 

Answer:  

Education, Hart hat, Community hat, Teachers' hat 

 

Tuesday 26 May 2015 - Dr. Stuart Kohlhagen "Informally Informed" 

1. What is meant by 'Embodied Cognition'? 
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Answer:   

Recognises that the brain is in the body, that is in the world. 

2. What are three examples of how the influences of 'Embodied Cognition' are manifested? 

Answer:  

Motion, Mass, Texture 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2 Formal Points for Day 3 

Day 3: Wednesday 27 May 2015 - Dr. Brendon Nelson "The Australian War Memorial - learning through 

commemoration" 

1. What is one of the roles of the Australian War Memorial? 

Answer:  

Make Australian history live. 

2. The Australian War Memorial is listed by Trip Advisor as the 17th most interesting of the worlds attractions. 

What is the 18th most interesting? 

Answer:  

The Pyramids in Egypt 

 

Wednesday 27 May 2015 - Ewan McIntosh "Summations" 

1.  Ewan used music as an analogy with reviewing briefs. What was his point in using this analogy? 

Answer:  

"Orchestra" a fixed score that must follow the brief; "Jazz", interpretive brief - subject to change 

2. What are the principles of the Reggo Emilia approach? 

Answer:   

Values the child as strong, capable, resilient 

 

 


